ABSTRACT

This study compared the traditional, human competitor version of a total enterprise simulation with a version where players compete against programmed competition. Dependent variables were learning and satisfaction. Those who played against programmed competitors learned as much as those playing the traditional version but were less satisfied.

INTRODUCTION

A game is something very general. There are all kinds, some played alone, some in large groups, some simple, some complex, some requiring a competitive atmosphere, others not. Games have attributes, such as only two people playing chess, originally built into them by choice. With time, these attributes become so ingrained that they are assumed inherent and it is forgotten that their existence is in fact chosen. In total enterprise business games, one such attribute is competitiveness. These games assume that teams play against one another (Keys and Biggs, 1990), and the game makes comparisons across teams regarding performance factors such as profits, revenues, and returns. Total enterprise games usually further assume that these performance comparisons yield game winners and losers, and often the winners make higher grades than the losers.

These assumptions are not necessarily true. Golf, for example can be played either by golfers competing against each other for the best score or by a lone golfer playing against the par for the course or against the player’s own past record. Similarly, while business games are often played by players competing against one another, one can program a business game so that, say, a 10% return on investment was good performance, and a 4% return on investment was poor performance. Game designers can also introduce the competitors into the game itself, so that a human player competes against computer-generated competitors whose decision logic is programmed into the computer.

The purpose of this paper is to compare (a) players playing against human competitors using the competitive version of Micromatic versus (b) players playing against computer-programmed competitors using the Solo version of Micromatic in terms of learning and satisfaction.

Micromatic

Micromatic (Scott, Strickland, Hofmeister, and Thompson, 1992) is a competitive total enterprise simulation game that allows 2 to 15 companies, run by individuals or teams, to manage small manufacturing businesses with the same product in the same market. Participants normally play against one another while an instructor administers the problem. The game reports two sets of result’s. First, Micromatic generates individual company operations, marketing, financial, and competitive information reports. From these reports, players make their future decisions. Second, Micromatic generates reports that compare the performance of all companies in the industry using sales, net income, returns, stock price, and earnings per share. Micromatic generates an overall index of performance that instructors can use to assign letter grades. An author of Micromatic suggested that the instructor run the Solo game for 16 quarters (decision periods). There was no practice round. Solo has its own processing program, so a team could run the game and generate all reports including competitive reports by themselves. Teams were told that there was no limit on how many games they could play.

METHOD

Subjects, Research Design, and Procedure

In this study, the authors used the two versions of Micromatic as “the game.” In one class, student teams played against other student teams using the competitive version. In the other class, student teams played against computer-generated teams using the Solo version.

The subjects for this study were 57 students enrolled of the required undergraduate Administrative Policy course at the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater during the Fall 1993 semester. Section 1 consisted of twenty-five students formed into eight teams who played in eight Solo industries (seven teams with three students, one team with four students). Section 2 consisted of thirty-three students in 11 teams who played in a single competitive industry (nine teams of three students, and one team each of two students and four students). In both sections, 25% of the course grade was based on peer ratings of team contribution. The grading scheme used to measure performance in Micromatic was the one built into the simulation. All Micromatic industries in both the competitive and Solo conditions were identical with respect to decision factor weights and evaluative criteria.
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times they could rerun a given quarter. Solo students could see their competitive results each time they ran a decision. Therefore students knew how well they did before they turned in their reports, and they could rerun decisions until they became “successful” (in their own eyes). Each team was to turn in all reports for four quarters of play every three weeks. Market and competitive conditions varied from industry to industry for Solo students because each time the student or instructor initializes a new industry, the program randomly determines the market and competitive behavior for the industry. The eight teams that used Micromatic Solo faced one of three different programmed sets of conditions.

In the competitive condition, students played the simulation for 11 quarters, preceded by a practice round. Every team had to turn in a quarter's decision each week (as opposed to the Solo condition where only reports were turned in). The administrator ran the game and returned competitive reports to the student after each quarters decisions.

Learning
To measure learning, the researchers developed two forms of a multiple-choice and short-essay examination. The examinations were constructed using questions and situations routinely confronted by participants in the Micromatic experience. For example, these questions included the determination of costs of goods sold, understanding the consequences of performing or not performing ratio analysis or cash flow projections, and understanding the relationship between plant capacity and marketing expenses. They were extracted from dimensions proposed by simulation administrators, reflecting important simulation learning goals (Gosenpad and Washbush, 1994). The test developers used a common scoring key for an questions to ensure uniformity of measurement. Statistical reliability estimates for the instruments range from .65 to .7. The questions measured analytical, syntheses and application skills of the Bloom Taxonomy (Bloom, 1956). Examples of items in these instruments are contained in the Appendix. Form 1 was administered as a pre-test at the beginning of the semester. Form 2 was administered during finals week, which was a week after the conclusion of simulation play. Learning over the period of play was defined as the difference in percentage score for Form 2 minus the percentage score for Form 1. Neither test counted towards a student’s grade.

Satisfaction
The authors measured student satisfaction for this study by analyzing student responses to an open-ended question concerning their feelings about the simulation. The question was part of the course evaluation given during the last class period of the semester. Because Solo was being used for the first time at the institution, the researchers asked the Solo students to specifically comment on the lack of structure employed in administering the simulation. Since the question tapping satisfaction was slightly different for each version of the game, statistical comparisons were in appropriate.

RESULTS

Learning
Table 1 shows no significant differences in learning improvement scores (the percentage difference scores) between playing the Solo and competitive versions of Micromatic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Solo</th>
<th>Competitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>18.80</td>
<td>17.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>74.01</td>
<td>120.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>.559</td>
<td>.579</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results indicate that neither the Solo nor the competitive game was superior in helping students learn principles associated with Micromatic.

Satisfaction
The responses to the open-ended simulation evaluation question indicated that Solo students were not satisfied with their experience. Of the 25 students who played Micromatic Solo, 19 students answered the open-ended question (the instructor often asks simulation students to comment on the game during course evaluation, and a 76% response rate to this question is high). Of the 19 responses, 10 respondents were critical, and 6 of these were extremely critical (an unusually high proportion). Three respondents complained specifically about the lack of structure, and two students wanted more explanation (a common complaint from Micromatic players). Most of the respondents with complaints said they learned little and spent too much of their time copying disks and backing them up. Apparently, these students ran their decisions over and over again until they got good results and were not aware of what they were learning in the process. On the other hand, 5 students said the game was “fine’ and 2 said they preferred less structure.

The researchers also obtained comments from students who played the competitive version of Micromatic. In this situation, the instructor asked for comments but did not prompt for comments about the lack of structure as in the Solo class section. Of the 34 students in the competitive condition, only 13 students responded (a fairly low proportion). Three of those were critical and only one very critical (average proportions). In addition, three students criticized the lack of instructive lectures (a criticism of the instructor, not the game). The rest of the comments were either descriptive or positive, with students saying the game was fun’ or that they “wish they had more quarters to catch up,” or that “they adapted with time.”

DISCUSSION

The fact that Micromatic Solo students learned as much from the simulation as students in the traditional competitive condition suggests first that students can learn what there is to learn from a simulation without a competitive environment of human peers. The data show that students can administer their own simulation, and that they do not need to activity involve instructors in running the simulation and keeping track of industry information. On the other hand, conclusions drawn from these results are only pre
liminary. Result’s here are based on data from only two sections taught by only one instructor.

These results also challenge the idea of comparative grading, which bases team grades on the performance of the winning team (Biggs, 1990). In the Solo condition of this study, comparative grading was not used. The grade distribution for Solo teams was: 4 high “A”s (95 or higher), 1 low “B” (80), 2 ‘Cs (75 and 77), and an F. In the competitive condition, simulation performance grades were more or less curved based on the distribution of computer generated index scores. The grades for students playing competitive Micromatic ranged from 68 to 100, with only two grades of 95 or over. Therefore, learning scores were essentially the same in both conditions despite the fact that half the students playing Solo received simulation performance grades of 95 or over while only two of 11 teams in the competitive condition received such grades.

On the surface, the critical comments from Solo students may discourage some instructors who may want to use Micromatic Solo in their classrooms. It is likely that the critical comments in the present study may apply only to the administrator of this study’s classes. He performed very little monitoring and teaching about the action-consequences of Micromatic and gave very little help or feedback unless requested. Many of the Solo students felt lost. They were told to work on their own unless they needed help. Many students waited to do their work until very near the deadline, and thus had no time to get assistance. Some students, who were able to stay in third or fourth place for the first half of the exercise without working as hard as they could, were lulled into complacency (in spite of being warned) and became angry and desperate during the more challenging last half of the exercise.

The way many of the Solo students approached the game fed fuel to their anger. Solo enabled them to see the results of their decisions instantly, and they could also use multiple disks to make as many trial decisions as necessary to attain good results. Many Micromatic Solo teams ran their problems performing minimal analysis and planning between trials. Probably these students learned as they made their decisions, and the statistical results of the study support the assumption that learning took place. But because some Solo students performed little analysis after each decision, it appears they were not aware that they were learning, and they became angry as a result. On the other hand, in the competitive condition, students could not see the results of their decisions before turning them in, and therefore probably ran fewer forecasts of decisions and performed much more analysis between decisions. These students were probably more aware of their learning and thus less angry about the game.

Another reason for the critical feedback in the Solo condition was that criticism was specifically asked for. The instructor made it clear that he was using Solo for the first time and stated that comments on its administration were especially welcome. In the competitive condition, students were probably more aware of their frustrations. On the other hand, the instructor gave no explicit invitation for comments regarding game administration to the students in the competitive condition. He just asked for comments on the simulation.

The ability to make multiple decision sets for a decision period could be an advantage for Solo. In the competitive condition it is easy for a team to give up if they fall too far behind. But in Solo, if a team does poorly in a given quarter, they can always rerun their decisions to improve. Having this opportunity is an incentive to not give up and might facilitate learning for teams who initially perform poorly.

CONCLUSION

Micromatic Solo provides a desirable alternative method of playing a simulation. Solo allows simulation play without some teams performing competently and still feeling like failures because of their poor competitive position. Solo players are not dependent on the administrator or competitors schedules to obtain the results of playing. Solo allows an instructor to measure the individuals learning without the team effect if students perform poorly against the computer competitors, they can stop playing a problem and start a new problem quickly and easily. One can’t easily start and stop the competitive version of Micromatic. Solo generates 3000 possible different problems, or an instructor can set up a unique individual problem. An instructor can also use Solo for an introductory trial, for practice, or for exams. According to our results, students learned as much using Solo as they did using the more traditional competitive version of Micromatic. This means that students can utilize the advantages of playing Micromatic Solo without the loss of learning.

However, there are also potential disadvantages for Solo. Many of the Solo students were unhappy with their experiences and were critical of the game. Many students felt they learned very little by playing. As indicated in this paper’s discussion, the way Solo was administered probably fostered these criticisms. This anger could have been lessened by more instruction, scheduled help sessions, and by asking students to turn in written analyses of their decisions, resulting consequences, and plans for the future along with their decisions.

A possible course of action for an instructor would be to employ both versions of Micromatic so that students might play against both human and computer-generated competitors. The two versions would provide complimentary ‘earning experiences. Solo would provide a self-paced problem while the competitive version would provide the fun of beating one’s friends. Both versions of the game provide a challenging environment to practice and to learn management skills.

APPENDIX

The following are examples of questions in the learning assessment instruments:

Multiple-choice item
Which of the following will most likely cause the interest rate on new long-term debt to be high?

a) Decreasing profitability
b) Decreasing leverage
c) Decreasing short-term debt
d) Decreasing product demand

Short essay item
An important contributor to profits in a manufacturing firm is keeping cost of goods sold as low as possible. How can a firm do that?
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